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Abstract. For the problem of traditional binarization algorithm can’t segmentation license plate 
adhesion or intermittent character effectively. This paper proposes a new binarization algorithm 
which use a curved surface fitting algorithm to get a new gray level image based on sub-pixel. 
Experiments show that it could widely combine with binarization algorithm and the algorithm can 
effectively maintain the topology of the license plate characters, and the edge of license plate 
characters is very smooth.  

Introduction 
License plate recognition can be widely used in traffic monitoring and management, license plate 

anti-theft security, highways management system, parking charge system and so on [1-2]. For license 
plate character segmentation and license plate recognition, license plate image binarization is very 
important.  

In recent years scholars put forward many algorithms. For example, Tang and Fang put forward 
the algorithm based on blocking clustering[3], this algorithm divided the whole image into many 
parts, it use each small block grey values to clustering, and then to binarization. This algorithm 
could be reflected the characteristics of the plate target in binary image and reduce the complexity 
of the background. But how to divide the whole image is a problem. For example, Li and Song put 
forward the algorithm based on image histogram[4]. This algorithm could be clearly distinguish the 
original image which is less noise in the image details and the background and detail could be 
clearly distinguished in license plate image. But for the original image which is motion blur and 
deformation, this algorithm binarization effect is not good. So this paper proposes a new 
binarization algorithm based on sub pixel. It can be widely combine with other binarization 
algorithm and can effectively maintain the topology of the characters, and the edge of characters is 
very smooth 

Image preprocessing 
By the ordinary digital camera to the license plate image, because of the car speed too fast, rainy 

days or the license plate itself have defiled the captured, most of the license plate image is not very 
clear. So the license plate image preprocessing for license plate image recognition is very important, 
and license plate image preprocessing is good or bad will directly affect the effect of the license 
plate image binarization[5]. 
Gray level transformation 

Generally taken to license plate image is 3d color images. So need to be gray, there are different 
kinds of methods, as follows:  

① The maximum value method. This methods set the Red, Green and Blue are equal to the 
maximum of the three[6]. 

),,max(GR BGRB ===  
This method can form high brightness grayscale images. 
②The average method. This methods set the Red, Green and Blue are equal to the average of the 

three value[7]. 
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This method can form a soft gray image. 
③A weighted average method. This methods set the Red, Green and Blue in different weight and 

then to average [8]. 
( ) ),(11.0),(59.0),(30.0, jiBjiGjiRjif ++=  

According to the human eye sensitivity for different colors, now choose weighted average 
method .After graying, the effect as shown in the below figure: 

               
1.1 original image           1.2 after graying image 

Fig.1 Gray level transformation figure 

Improved Algorithm 
Sub pixel division 

This paper set the sub pixel as follow: it divided the original pixel into nn× parts. (In this paper 
divided into 33× parts.)Every parts are sub pixels of original pixels. Then magnify the sub pixel as 
original pixel size, in other words, it magnified the sub pixel nn× times. 
Sub pixel curved surface fitting 

 
Fig. 2 Sub pixels location 

Shown as Fig. 2, choose one pixel and around the pixel it choose another 8 points. It assuming 
that the one pixel coordinates is (0,0), so the other 8 coordinates could know. According the nine 
gray value of pixel, it could fitting the curve. Setting the curve equation as follow: 
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21100100),( +++++= , x and y are the pixel coordinates. ),( yxf  is gray 
value of the pixel. According the gray value of (0,0) and the other four pixels, like (1,0), (-1,0), (0,1), 
(0,-1),it could get the value of 1221100100 ,,,, aaaaa : 
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After know the 5 value, it could get the rest value of )1,1(),1,1(),1,1(),1,1( ffff −−−− , set as 

following: 
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Then use
0
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, it could get: 
4/)]1,1()1,1()1,1()1,1([11 −−−−−−+= ffffa  

After all the step, it get all the value of 111221100100 ,,,,, aaaaaa  ,so it get the curve equation. If we 
want to know the gray of sub pixel, it should use the curve equation to integral in each part, then 
divided this part’s area. 
Sub pixel by neighboring pixels 

 
Fig. 3 Neighboring pixels 

Shown as Fig. 3, choose one pixel and around the pixel it choose another 8 pixel. For it could 
know which one, use number 1 to 9 to mark and the 9 pixels’ gray value it use a to i to mark[9].It 
set the value of e position equal to the gray value of number 5 : )5()( fef =  ,then with the location 
of other pixel, could know : 
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So use this method also could get the gray value of sub pixel.  

OTSU algorithm 
This paper is using otsu algorithm to divide the gray value image into two parts. When the 

variance of each part reached a maximum value, this gray value is the suitable gray value[10-11]. 
First divided the whole image into L grayscale, the number of pixel in each grayscale it set as in , the 
totally number of pixel, it set as N . So probability distribution of beach grayscale is 

N
np i

i =  .According to the suitable gray value k ,it divided the whole pixel into two parts. The first 
part are the pixels which gray value are between zero and k ,the rest is the second part[12].The 
probability distribution of each part is: 
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Finally get the equation as follow: 

2
0110

2 )( µµωωσ −=B  
The suitable gray value k, above-mentioned is the one which could let

2
Bσ  have a maximum 

value.  

The experimental results 
The experiment using different kinds of algorithm to binary in license plate image. Comparing 

the effect of different algorithm, the result shown in below: 
Experiment 1: The effect of different algorithm 
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4.1 Ordinary otsu algorithm            4.2 Histogram algorithm 

               
4.3 Sub pixel by neighboring pixels   4.4 Sub pixel curved surface fitting 

Fig. 4 The effect of different algorithm 
This experiment using a fuzzy license plate image to binary. Fig. 4.1 binarization by ordinary 

otsu algorithm in original image. Fig. 4.2 is binarization by histogram in original image. Fig. 4.3 
binarization by otsu algorithm but in sub pixel image which get by neighboring pixels. Figure 4.4 
binarization by otsu algorithm but in sub pixel image which get by curved surface fitting. From the 
figure could know that the edge of font is rough, there are adhesion and broken phenomenon in Fig. 
4.1.The edge of font is blur, license plate characteristics is not obvious, character is sticky in Fig. 
4.2. The effect of Fig. 4.3 is better than Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, it can effectively prevent the adhesion 
and disconnect and the edge of font is smoother. But there are some burrs in Fig. 4.3. Of course 
could use other way to smooth the burrs, but it will be pay more time. The structure of font keep 
completely and the edge is smooth in Fig. 4.4. After comparing, conclusion that Fig. 4.4 is the best 
effect figure. 

Experiment 2: The time cost by different kinds of algorithm 
Table 1 Time cost by different kinds of algorithm 

Algorithm OTSU  Histogram  Neighboring pixels Curved surface fitting 
 Time/s 1.1s 1.2s 3.2s 4.1s 

From Table 1 could know that the Neighboring pixels algorithm and Curved surface fitting 
algorithm take more time to run. Because the two algorithm should get the sub pixel image before 
binarization. It will take more time, but for the best effect of binarization, this paper choose the 
Curved surface fitting algorithm. And with the development of technology and science, the 
processing speed of Curved surface fitting algorithm will be faster and faster. 

Conclusion 
This paper put forward an improved algorithm based on sub pixel and the experiments proved 

that the effect of improved algorithm which should get sub-pixel image before binarization is better. 
The algorithm improved the effect of license plate image binarization, it could keep the structure of 
font and the edge is smooth. And the most important is that this sub-pixel algorithm could combine 
with different kinds of binarization algorithm. It will be widely used in our daily life. 
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